The Evolution of the Human Psyche

Infant
Pythagorean/Taoist/
Native Oneness
with Nature and Spirit

Child
Individuation:
birth of Reason (fr. L. ratio)
Perfect Ideal (Religion)
split-apart from (ratio to)
Actual (Science)

Adolescent
Industrial Revolution
Technology
‘God is Dead’
‘Clockwork Universe’

20s
Quantum Physics
Uncertainty Principle,
End of Determinism.
Reconnecting Possibilities
with Desired Realities.


~ 1600 ---- Galileo, Newton, Descartes

~ 500BC ---- Confucius ~ 400BC Plato

Adult
ICU: Integrated
Conscious-Unconscious.
Creative Self-Aware
Organic Adaptive Systems.

~ 2050? ---- Holistic Systems Awareness
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